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Objectives  
 

In today’s stressful and high demanding 

reality , when prolonged sitting covers 

largest part of the daily routine , any 

easy solution contributing to amateur 

fitness and enhancing physical 

performance in a safe and  inexpensive 

way  can be always  attractive .  

Studies  previously done  in  athletes 

showed the amazing potential beetroot  

( Beta vulgaris rubra )  has , due to its 

high concentration of nitrate ,among 

other benefits  also in boosting exercise  

performance , both in terms of speed 

and  endurance . 

For  this  particular preliminary study we  

tried engaging regular individuals - 

amateurs with a certain willingness to  

stay  fit  - experiment  the  benefits  of  

raw beetroot  in  increasing stamina and  

physical performance , by  using simple  

exercises  and  inexpensive  equipment.  
 

Methods  

 
The  known  benefits  of  beetroot  in  

increasing oxygenation , blood  flow  

and  muscle strength  and  endurance  

were  evaluated in healthy adults , 

age 25-60  

A daily dose of 100g raw  beetroot 

was  given and evaluations  were  

done  the  following day  through  

simple  exercises  such  as  “Standing 

chest fly dumbbells”  and  bending . 

An M2  intelligent health bracelet  as  

well as  an intelligent weight  scale 

were  used  to  record  some of  the  

vital  parameters . 
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Results   
 
Though modest , an average  increase of 6.17% in the daily physical  

performance , and a 31% general increase over the period of study, 

encourages us to believe  of beetroot as a good ergogenic aid  in 

the moderate exercise , in individuals with an average standard BMI 

of 24.2  
                  Fig 1- Average  final  increase  in  exercise  performance  
 

 

        
 
 
Conclusions  
 

Though raw  beetroot showed  to provide relatively modest results - 

if ever compared to other professional products - it proves however 

to be  a benefic natural ergogenic aid ,easily available and safe to 

use . Further study is surely needed  in order to validate the 

mechanisms of action , the proper dosing patterns , to compare its 

effects if used in different complementary forms , and , for sure in a 

larger number of individuals .   
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